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Multifitting is a computer program designed specifically for modeling the optical

properties (reflection, transmission, absorption) of multilayer films consisting of

an arbitrary number of layers in a wide range of wavelengths. Multifitting allows

a user to calculate the reflectometric curves for a given structure (direct

problem) and to find the parameters of the films from the experimentally

obtained curves (inverse problem), either manually or automatically. Key

features of Multifitting are the ability to work simultaneously with an arbitrary

number of experimental curves and an ergonomic graphical user interface that is

designed for intensive daily use in the diagnosis of thin films. Multifitting is

positioned by the author as the successor to the IMD program, which has

become the standard tool in research and technology groups synthesizing and

studying thin-film coatings.

1. Introduction

The characterization of a planar multilayer nanostructure is

primarily a characterization of its one-dimensional geometry

in terms of depth, i.e. the layer thickness and interface

sharpness. The generally accepted and most widely used

experimental technique for this is X-ray reflectometry

(Russell, 1990). The speed and ease of measurement by

laboratory diffractometers and the sensitivity of the method to

differences in film thickness at the ångström level account for

the popularity of this tool. A greater problem is the inter-

pretation of the obtained data and the reconstruction of the

dielectric profile of the sample. Over decades of use of the

X-ray reflectometry technique, many methods have been

developed to extract information about the structure of thin-

film coatings from reflectometric data, both analytical and

numerical (Hohage et al., 2008; Zimmermann et al., 2000).

Currently, the main method of reflectometric analysis of

curves is the construction of a model of the structure based on

a priori information, general physical considerations, and the

numerical adjustment of parameters such as the thickness, the

density of layers, magnitudes of roughness and the thickness of

interlayers on interfaces.

The numerical reconstruction of a multilayer structure

involves a specialized computer program for calculating the

reflection curves and controlling the parameters of the struc-

ture. In each group researching the reflection from multilayer

coatings, it is likely that a similar program has been written,

and often more than one. The reasons for this are varied: the

lack of a publicly available tool or a lack of knowledge that
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such a tool exists, the insufficient functionality of existing

programs, an unwieldy user interface, a lack of documentation,

the necessity of payment, or the preference of a researcher to

program all the calculations by hand on principle. Sometimes,

even if tasks are similar, the need to use additional data

negates the possibility of using tools that have already been

developed if they do not provide for such a possibility. These

programs are then used by the team or by their authors and

most often remain an internal product, inaccessible to other

groups. Separately, it is worth mentioning that the program is

often written by the author for a single task and is not

supported or distributed in an ongoing way. It often does not

have a friendly user interface or documentation, and working

with the program involves working with its code. Thus, in

order to repeat studies of structures such as those by

Kozhevnikov et al. (2012), Zameshin et al. (2016) and Haase et

al. (2016), the research team needs to follow a path of

developing a suitable tool, even to implement an approach

that is already known and approved.

In some cases, the program is published for a wide range of

users. This could be a web service, for example those provided

by the Center for X-ray Optics (CXRO), Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory (http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/),

or Sergey Stepanov (https://x-server.gmca.aps.anl.gov), or a

‘classic’ program, for example REFLEX (Vignaud & Gibaud,

2019), MOTOFIT (Nelson, 2006), GenX (Björck &

Andersson, 2007) or IMD (Windt, 1998). At the time of

writing, GenX has been cited 396 times in scientific publica-

tions, and IMD 876 times. This means that such tools, with

detailed documentation and a user-friendly graphical user

interface, are still in high demand. It is particularly noteworthy

that IMD has become the de facto standard reflectometric

modeling tool in groups engaged in the development, synth-

esis and diagnostics of X-ray optical elements. Its key features

are (i) the specification of a multilayer structure in the form of

a tree with arbitrary nesting, (ii) the assignment of layer

materials by substance name (if the corresponding dielectric

constant is present in the database) or any combination of

chemical elements with arbitrary stoichiometry and density,

(iii) the description of the interlayer imperfections as correc-

tions to the Fresnel coefficient reflection or by specifying the

spectrum of roughness (power spectral density), (iv) the

ability to automatically fit the reflection curve using both

gradient and genetic algorithms, and (v) an extensive base of

optical constants, consisting of atomic factors not only from

CXRO but also collected from many other sources. However,

like most other tools, IMD allows the user to work with only

one experimental curve at a time, which particularly limits its

use in characterizing reflective coatings at several wavelengths

at once.

To a considerable degree, the Multifitting program was

created for its ability to simulate a whole set of reflectometric

curves simultaneously. Of course, this is not the only differ-

ence from IMD: high-speed calculations, a redesigned inter-

face and new functionality are also included in the set. The

main features of the Multifitting program and its layout from

the user’s point of view are presented in the following sections.

2. General organization of the program and main
features

The design and main features of Multifitting were largely

dictated by the work of the Department of Multilayer X-ray

Optics at the Institute for Physics of Microstructures of the

Russian Academy of Sciences, where it was created. This work

includes the development, synthesis and diagnostics of

multilayer mirrors and free-standing filters for the soft X-ray

and extreme ultraviolet ranges. The main purpose of the

program is to simulate the optical properties of the films, such

as their reflection, transmission and absorption, depending on

the angle of incidence and the wavelength of the probing

radiation (the direct problem), and to find the parameters of

the films on the basis of experimentally obtained reflection

and transmission curves, both manually and automatically (the

inverse problem). The specified planar structure may contain

an ambient, a substrate, independent layers, periodic stacks

with an arbitrary nesting depth, with a number of layers in a

period greater than two, and aperiodic stacks. Each layer of

this structure is characterized by a material, density, thickness

and interface at the upper boundary of this layer. The material

can be given by name (usually a chemical formula), if there are

optical constants in the database, or may be composed of

individual chemical elements with arbitrary stoichiometric

ratios. Multifitting can use the IMD optical constants database,

which was compiled from the atomic scattering factors of the

first 92 chemical elements (Henke et al., 1993) and indepen-

dent studies of certain substances. When using the constants of

tabulated substances, the relative density is used as a multi-

plier in front of the tabulated polarizability. When specifying

an arbitrary composition of individual chemical elements, the

absolute density of the substance is indicated in g cm�3. The

interlayer interface is characterized by the root mean square

width, �, and the type of profile described in the next section.

The periodic structure can be characterized by the number of

periods and the period thickness, and when the number of

layers in the unit cell is two, the value of � is also the ratio of

the thickness of the first layer to the period thickness. For each

layer in the unit cell, the deviation from the exact periodicity

can be set, such as a linear, random or periodic addition to the

thickness over the depth of the structure.

The number of experimental curves simultaneously taken

into account for each structure is arbitrary. Each curve is

characterized by the type of measured value (reflection/

transmission/absorption), the type of argument (incidence

angle/grazing angle/wavelength/photon energy), the units of

measurement of the argument (degrees/minutes/second/

radians/milliradians/ångströms/nanometres/micrometres/elec-

tronvolts/kiloelectronvolts), the intensity and polarization of

the probe radiation, the energy, and the angular resolution of

the device. For measurements at small grazing angles, the

shape and width of the probe beam intensity profile, the

sample size and its position relative to the beam are important.

When calculating a model curve intended for comparison with

experimental data, the calculation is performed for the same

values of the argument and instrument settings.
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The number of structures calculated simultaneously can

also be arbitrary. For a number of tasks where several struc-

tures have identical (or related) areas (for example, oxidized

layers), their simultaneous reconstruction may be required

under the condition of maintaining these relations. Multifitting

allows the user to impose intra-structural and cross-structural

relations between parameters.

A search of the model parameters can be performed

manually or automatically. For automatic fitting, a range of

possible values is specified for the variable structural para-

meters, i.e. the minimum and maximum values. The number of

simultaneously adjusted parameters can be arbitrary. Multi-

fitting contains several fitting algorithms implemented in the

GSL (https://www.gnu.org/software/gsl) and SwarmOps

(http://www.hvass-labs.org/projects/swarmops) libraries. It

makes sense to divide these algorithms into two groups, that is,

a local and a global search. Local search algorithms (primarily

gradient algorithms) tend to converge to the local minimum of

the residual near the initial point in the parametric space.

However, their advantages are their rate of convergence and

the accuracy of finding this local minimum. Global search

algorithms (primarily evolutionary algorithms) require a large

number of residual computations at numerous points in the

parametric space and converge more slowly, but they check a

much wider range of possible parameter values and have a

higher probability of finding a sufficiently deep minimum of

the residual. Multifitting allows the user to run a series of

automatic fits with random initial values of the variable

parameters. This strategy increases the coverage of the para-

metric space and increases the probability of success; however,

it involves a proportional increase in the time for calculations.

To estimate the confidence intervals of values, the para-

meter is set to fixed values within a specified interval, and for

each of these values, other variables are fitted. On the basis of

the inverted bell-shaped (pit-like) distribution of the final

values of the residual function, a conclusion is drawn about the

allowable interval of the parameter values.

For ease of understanding and brevity, the base capabilities

of Multifitting are given in Table 1.

Multifitting was developed in the C++ programming

language for Windows and Linux, and all the necessary

libraries are included in the distribution. Multifitting has been

used in several prior studies (Chkhalo et al., 2017; Svechnikov

et al., 2018, 2017; Nechay et al., 2018; Barysheva et al., 2019).

3. Computation methods

3.1. Plane waves in a layered structure

The calculation of the field of a plane wave in a one-

dimensional piecewise-layered medium with sharp boundaries

is an exactly solvable problem. This field can be recalculated

from one boundary to another within the framework of

recurrence relations (Parratt, 1954; Vinogradov et al., 1989):

rðzjÞ ¼
rF

j þ rðzjþ1Þ expð2i�jþ1ljþ1Þ

1þ rF
j rðzjþ1Þ expð2i�jþ1ljþ1Þ

; j ¼ 0 . . . N;

rðzNþ1Þ ¼ 0;

tðzjÞ ¼
tðzjþ1Þt

F
j expði�jþ1ljþ1Þ

1þ rF
j rðzjþ1Þ expð2i�jþ1ljþ1Þ

; j ¼ 0 . . . N;

tðzNþ1Þ ¼ 1;

ð1Þ

where rðzjÞ and tðzjÞ are the complex reflection and trans-

mission coefficients of a structure lying below the jth

boundary, �j ¼ kð"j � cos2 �Þ1=2 is the z component of the

wavenumber in the jth medium, "j is the permittivity of the jth

layer, � is the grazing angle of the probing radiation, and lj is

the thickness of the jth layer. rðz0Þ and tðz0Þ are the reflection

and transmission of radiation for the structure as a whole. The

z component of the wavenumber and the thickness of the layer

appear in the exponent. rF
j and tF

j are the Fresnel coefficients of

reflection and transmission of a wave through the material

interface. A diagram of the reflection from the layered

structure is given in Fig. 1.
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Table 1
The base capabilities of Multifitting for the modeling of a layered structure.

This table presents only the base functionality and omits a multitude of minor features.

Layered structure can include Substrate Single layers Periodic stacks Aperiodic stacks

Periodic stack can be characterized by Number of periods Period thickness Thickness ratio Thickness drift Interface thickness drift

Layer can be characterized by Material Density Thickness Upper interface thickness Upper interface shape

Each experimental curve can be
characterized by

Argument type Value type: R, T, A Sample measurement
geometry

Angular/spectral resolution
of a probe beam

Polarization

Fitting algorithms Gradient-based Evolutionary Other/mixed

Number of curves Arbitrary number of experimental data sets Arbitrary number of modeled curves

Figure 1
Reflection of a plane wave from a layered structure.



3.2. Interface imperfections:
extended 1D model

The roughness at the interfaces

and the effects of the interpenetra-

tion of materials due to diffusion,

implantation and chemical interac-

tion are taken into account with the

help of a weakening factor at the

Fresnel reflection coefficient. In

accordance with Stearns (1989), if the

dielectric constant profile at the

interface changes from a value of "j

to "jþ1 according to the law pðzÞ, then

the reflection and transmission coef-

ficients across the boundary are

modified as follows:

rF
j ! rF

j ~ww Reð�jþ1Þ
� �

;

tF
j ! tF

j ~ww Reð�j � �jþ1Þ
� �

;
ð2Þ

where ~wwðqÞ is the Fourier transform

of the profile derivative

wðqÞ ¼ dpðzÞ=dz. The profile func-

tions used and the corresponding

Fourier factors are listed in Table 2.

The profile plots are shown in Fig. 2.

Five profiles are available in IMD:

‘erf’, ‘lin’, ‘exp’, ‘sin’ and ‘step’.

However, only one profile can be

selected for each interface. Multi-

fitting allows a profile to be used that

is a linear combination of all six profiles with individual

weights � and widths �:

f ðzÞ ¼

P
�j fjðz; �jÞP

�j

; �j � 0;
P

j

�j > 0;

j ¼ erf; lin; exp; tanh; sin; step:

ð3Þ

Thus, the shape of the profile is not fixed and can be controlled

by parameters that are set manually or which can be found

from the fitting results. This approach is physically motivated,

since from general considerations it is clear that the transition

layer model should reflect realistic situations. For example, if it

is known that the main contribution to the transition region is

caused by roughness, then the integral of the distribution

function of the roughness heights should be used for deter-

mination of the transition layer shape. Recall that geometric

roughness leads to a decrease in specular reflection, as if there

is a smooth transition layer of the corresponding shape.

However, a real transition layer is formed at the boundary of

substances as a result of mechanical mixing during sputtering,

chemical reactions and thermal diffusion. This transition layer

may have its own form; for example, in Mo/Si mirrors, rela-

tively homogeneous layers of MoxSiy described by the ‘step’

function are formed at the boundaries (Yakshin et al., 2000).

The transition layer related to ‘erf’ corresponds to roughness

with a Gaussian distribution of heights. A linear transition

layer is formed by the simultaneous action of chemical inter-

action, diffusion and roughness, such as, for example, in

multilayer mirrors based on La/B (Kuznetsov et al., 2015;

Andreev et al., 2009; Makhotkin et al., 2013).

Thus, the shape of the transition layer is determined by

several independent physical processes simultaneously, and

these shapes will differ for the same pair of materials with
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Table 2
Profile functions and their corresponding Fourier factors.

Function name Profile pðzÞ Fourier ~wwðqÞ

Error function (‘erf’) 1

2
1þ erf

z

21=2�

� �h i
expð�2q2�2

Þ

Linear (‘lin’)

0; z � �31=2�
1

2
þ

z

2ð31=2Þ�
; �31=2� < z< 31=2�

1; z � 31=2�

8><
>:

sin½2ð31=2Þq��

2ð31=2Þq�

Exponential (‘exp’)

1

2
exp

21=2z

�

� �
; z � 0

1�
1

2
exp

21=2z

�

� �
; z> 0

8>><
>>:

1

1þ 2q2�2

Hyperbolic tangent (‘tanh’) 1

2
1þ tanh

�z

2ð31=2Þ�

� 	
 �
2ð31=2Þq�

sinh½2ð31=2Þq��

Sinusoidal (‘sin’)

0; z � ���
1

2
þ sin

�z

2��

� �
; ��� < z<��

1; z � ��

8><
>:

� ¼ �=ð�2 � 8Þ1=2

�

4

sinð2�q� � �=2Þ

2�q� � �=2
þ

sinð2�q� þ �=2Þ

2�q� þ �=2

� 	

� ¼ �=ð�2 � 8Þ1=2

Step function (‘step’)
0; z � ��
1
2 ; �� < z<�
1; z � �

8<
: cosð2q�Þ

Figure 2
Plots of the profile functions shown in Table 2.



different layer thicknesses, at different temperatures and

under different conditions of sputtering. In these circum-

stances, it is illogical to assume a single type of transition area,

especially one that is coincident with some known ‘simple’

function. It seems more reasonable to use a linear combina-

tion of a predefined set of functions to determine the transi-

tion layer, in which the weights are fitting parameters. Each of

the components can correspond to one or more of the physical

processes that occur at the boundary during the formation,

storage and operation of the multilayer coating. These

components can be quite versatile (for example, the error

function) or specific to particular materials (for example, a

homogeneous step). It does not necessarily follow from the

presence of a specific function in the selected set that it will

contribute to the final profile; in the event that the assumed

feature does not actually exist, the weighting coefficient of the

corresponding function will turn out to have a small value in

the reconstruction results. Our set should have the property of

sufficiency, but not necessity. This fact allows us to approach

the issue of choosing ‘basic’ functions less strictly, assuming

only approximate distributions of the substance. The features

of such an interface model are described in more detail in the

paper by Svechnikov et al. (2017).

Representation of total profile as the sum of Fourier

transforms of each function is allowed in the case of low

reflectivity. Thus, it works almost everywhere for hard X-rays

outside the area of total external reflection. But the main

limitation for the use of damping reflection factors is ‘non-

overlap’ of the lower and upper interfaces of each layer.

According to Fig. 2, this means that the thickness of

layers li should be lj > 2ð�bottom boundary þ �top boundaryÞ, where

�bottom boundary and �top boundary are the roughness/diffuseness

r.m.s. at the top and bottom boundaries of the jth layer. This

condition is common for using the sum of profile functions or a

single function on the corresponding interface, and it limits the

thickness of layers from below. Violation of this condition may

lead to unreliable calculation for thin-layer systems with thick

interfaces. Currently Multifitting uses only damping factors to

consider interface imperfections, but in future it will perform

an ‘honest’ fragmentation of dielectric constant profile and the

aforementioned restriction will disappear.

3.3. Fitting algorithms

Finding the parameters of the model structure to match the

simulated and measured (or target) reflectivity/transmissivity

curve is one of the most important tasks that needs to be

solved using programs similar to the one described in this

paper. A preliminary (and also final) selection of the model

and its approximate parameters based on a priori information

and a visual assessment of the curves is always done manually,

but if the number of essential parameters of the model is large

enough (say more than three), then a manual search for a

suitable parameter area in the parametric space within which

the desired values may lie becomes too complicated and can

take an unreasonable amount of time. The search for such

‘target areas’ is best done automatically. To achieve this, a

metric is introduced in the space of reflectometric curves (this

is also known as the mismatch function, discrepancy, goodness

of fit, residual function, merit function or fitness function) that

determines the distance, i.e. the numerical difference, between

the curves. The residual functional determines the quantitative

difference between the target and the calculated curves for

given values of the parameters. The problem of coincidence of

curves is actually replaced by the problem of minimizing the

residual. However, these tasks are not always equivalent: for

an incorrectly chosen residual, its minimum may correspond

to a significant visual mismatch of the curves. The appropriate

residual depends on the quality of the measurements, on the

degree of adequacy of the model used in the calculation, and

on the understanding of the problem by the researcher with

regard to which differences between the curves can be

neglected and which cannot. Multifitting provides considerable

freedom in this regard. The residual can be specified in a

standard �2 form, which is suitable for a normal distribution of

measured signal values around the ‘true’ values, a small

dynamic range of data, and good agreement between the

model and experimental data:

�2
¼

1

n�m

X
curves

wcurve

X
points

Rcalc
curveð�; 	; pÞ � Rexp

curveð�; 	Þ
� �2

�2

( )
;

ð4Þ

where the summation is carried out over all curves and within

each curve over all its points, p represents the model para-

meters, � the wavelength, 	 the grazing angle, Rcurve the

experimental or calculated reflection coefficient, and � the

experimental uncertainty at a given point. With Poisson noise

at the detector, we can assume that �2 ¼ Rcalc
curveð�; 	; pÞ=I0,

where I0 is the probe beam intensity. wcurve is the weight of the

curve, which is initially equal to one, and which allows a

balance to be maintained if necessary between the contribu-

tions of different curves to the value of the residual. If �2 is not

suitable, a residual in a fairly general form can be specified:

residual ¼
P

curves


 P
points

��fcurve Rcalc
curveð�; 	; pÞ

� �
� fcurve Rexp

curveð�; 	Þ
� ���n�; ð5Þ

where n is a natural number and fcurve is a function that

determines the type of residual for each curve and can be

specified as an arbitrary combination of elementary functions.

The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm from the GSL library

and the differential evolution algorithm from the SwarmOps

library are used to minimize the residual in Multifitting. The

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm quickly finds the ‘nearest’

local minimum in a parametric space, while the differential

evolution algorithm covers a much larger area of parameters

but converges more slowly. For larger coverage of the para-

metric space, a multiple-start algorithmic process from

random starting points is implemented. In addition to finding a

sufficiently deep minimum, this allows us to find several

possible values of the parameters corresponding to the task,
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the choice between which is done manually, on the basis of

criteria other than the specific value of the residual.

4. User interface

When first using unfamiliar software, the ‘intuitiveness’ of the

interface plays a major role, that is, the ability of the user to

independently guess and remember how to carry out each

operation. The documentation also plays a crucial role here.

For an experienced user, other factors become important, such

as the ease of access to the main parameters, the ease of

making changes and the number of actions required for this. In

this case, the more intensive the work with the program, the

greater the user’s need for a well-designed interface. If the

program is intended for daily intensive use, special attention

should be paid to its ergonomics. This section describes the

graphical user interface and the reasons for its design.

4.1. Main window

The number of parameters involved in the structures,

experimental and model curves, and graphs is huge, and it

would not be feasible to present these to the user at the same

time. Multifitting therefore has a multi-window interface, much

like the IMD interface. This allows users to keep only the

necessary windows open, and to arrange them conveniently in

the case of a two-monitor configuration.

Basic structure management and access to other tools and

options are available from the main program window (Fig. 3).

The main window contains the studied structure in the form of

a tree, which gives a general view of the structure and provides

basic information about the parameters of the layers. Below

this is a toolbar that allows the user to add or remove structure

elements, and gives lower-level access to graph visualization,

calculation and fitting settings (‘Main Tools’) and windows for

defining ‘independent’ curves that are not related to experi-

mental data (‘Independent Variables’). At the very bottom

(‘Target Curve’) there is a list of loaded experimental curves

with a brief description and buttons for editing.

4.2. Structure Item window

Double-clicking on the structure element opens a window

that allows editing of the parameters of a stack, layer or

substrate. The appearance of the windows is shown in Fig. 4.

The SiO2 layer (used here as an example) is composed of

individual chemical elements, and the absolute density is

given. For each layer, the thickness, the root mean square

thickness of the transition layer (‘Roughness/Diffuseness’)

and its shape (‘Interlayer Composition’) are also specified.

The parameters of the periodic structure are the period

thickness and the number of repetitions. There is also the

possibility of inverting the order of the layers in the stack and

turning the periodic structure into an aperiodic one.

Aperiodic stacks in Multifitting may be one of two types:

‘General Aperiodic’ and ‘Regular Aperiodic’. The layers

contained in the ‘General Aperiodic’ menu can be set

completely independently, like layers outside of any stacks.

The ‘General Aperiodic’ toolbar allows the user to quickly

invert the sequence of layers if necessary, to quickly create or

remove links between the parameters of layers consisting of

the same materials, and to enable/disable the fitting of layer

parameters on a large scale. The ‘Regular Aperiodic’ type

allows the user to consider layers not as completely inde-

pendent, but as differing from a strictly periodic structure only
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Figure 3
The main window of Multifitting. As an example, the structure of Mo/Be/
Si is loaded.

Figure 4
Windows for editing a separate layer and periodic structure.



in terms of their thicknesses and (if necessary) interfaces. In

this case, it is possible to impose restrictions on the thickness

variation during the automatic optimization of the mirror for

the target reflection curve. The limitation on thickness varia-

tion may be required for technological reasons, such as if it is

impossible to accurately calibrate the deposition machine for a

wide range of layer thicknesses. In this case, the problem for

which an aperiodic mirror is created can often be effectively

solved over a limited range of thicknesses. The General

Aperiodic and Regular Aperiodic windows are shown in Fig. 5.

4.3. ‘Regular Aperiodic’ window

A separate window allows for convenient work with indi-

vidual layers inside the Regular Aperiodic menu (Fig. 6). The

values of the layer thicknesses and interface thicknesses can

be changed collectively for the layers in all unit cells as well as

individually. The user can also select the layers involved in

optimization or reconstruction. The presence of all layers in

one compact table makes it possible to identify the depen-

dence of the reflective properties of the structure on each

thickness and interface of the individual layers, and in parti-

cular to observe the sensitivity of the reflection curve to layers

at different depths of the multilayer structure.

4.4. ‘Calculation Settings’ window

The parameters for calculating and displaying all the curves,

both loaded experimental/target and ‘independent’, are set in

a special window. Any curve can be included/excluded from

consideration. For each curve, the type of residual and the

weight coefficient of the given curve are indicated, giving a

corresponding contribution to the total residual. The function

itself is set in text form in accordance with the valid syntax. A

screenshot of the window is shown in Fig. 7.

4.5. ‘Plots’ window

The graphs of the curves marked in the ‘Calculation

Settings’ window are displayed in a common window, which

allows the user to see the entire set simultaneously. The

observed discrepancy between the model and the individual

experimental curves makes it possible to balance the contri-

bution of each curve to the total residual and to find a

compromise model that can satisfactorily describe the entire

family of curves at once. Each curve can be displayed on a

linear or logarithmic scale with fast switching between them.

When the structure is changed and recalculated, the curves in

the graphs are automatically updated. The ability to turn auto-

scaling on and off when recalculating also allows the user to

follow the individual small sections of the curves in detail. The

mutual positions of the curves relative to each other are also

adjustable. An example of these graphs is shown in Fig. 8.

4.6. ‘Table Of Structures’ window

The multilayer structure involves a huge number of para-

meters that need to be set and changed during the modeling

computer programs
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Figure 5
The ‘General Aperiodic’ and ‘Regular Aperiodic’ windows.

Figure 6
Window for ‘Regular Aperiodic’ layers.

Figure 7
Window of parameters for displaying all curves and setting individual
residuals.



process. Each layer is characterized by more than ten values,

including the density, stoichiometry, thickness, width and

shape of the interface, and the magnitude and type of drift in

the composition of the quasi-periodic stack. In addition to this,

each variable parameter has upper and lower boundaries and

an ‘on/off’ checkbox. Thus, structures with even a small

number of layers (not counting the substrate) already have

more than a hundred adjustable parameters, and the operative

access to these determines the convenience and functionality

of the modeling tool. To solve this problem, a special table was

created in Multifitting that displays this entire array of para-

meters in a structured way. In terms of its organizational and

informational load, this table is the most complex element of

the interface, but at the same time it is one of the most

valuable in terms of functionality. A screenshot of this table is

shown in Fig. 9.

In addition to controlling the parameters listed above, the

table allows the user to temporarily turn off individual layers

and whole stacks from consideration, to set valid intervals on a

large scale for the values of variable parameters as percen-

tages of the current values, and to impose connections

between parameters. The convenience of imposing relations

(and, importantly, their tracking) is associated with another

degree of freedom of the graphical interface, which is actively

involved here: color. The use of colored cells allows users to

quickly find variables and related parameters. In the upper

left-hand corner of the table is a legend that briefly describes

the role of a particular color.

A separate system for managing relations of parameters to

each other is implemented within the framework of this

general table. A ‘coupling’ window can be opened for each

parameter in the table, allowing the user to specify its

dependencies and to search for a confidence interval (upper

right-hand corner of Fig. 9). The type of dependence can be

arbitrary, involving any combination of elementary functions.

The physical meaning of this relationship and the possibility of

nonphysical values (for example, negative ones) are not

checked and their correctness remains at the discretion of the

user. For each parameter, there are two types of links, the

‘master’ and ‘slave’. The ‘slave’ value is calculated from the

‘master’ value: slave = f(master). Accordingly, each parameter

can have at most one ‘master’ on which it depends, but any

number of ‘slaves’ that depend on it. Thus, whole chains of

dependencies can be constructed, and these are calculated at

each iteration of the fit or when the parameters are changed

manually. In accordance with the status of each parameter

participating in the chain, it is colored green, yellow or red.

4.7. ‘Fits Selector’ window

A very convenient feature of Multifitting allows the user to

save the current configuration of the structure, i.e. the layers

and all their parameters and dependencies, so that the user can

computer programs
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Figure 8
Graphs of experimental and calculated curves.

Figure 9
A detailed table that allows the user to work with the structure, changing
its parameters, setting intervals of allowable values for fitting and
imposing relations between parameters. A window for managing the
relations of a particular parameter is shown in the upper right.

Figure 10
Window of the saved states of the structure, allowing quick access to good
configurations.



quickly return to it at any moment. The state of the structure

before and after the automatic fit is also saved, as are the

results of all fittings with repeated starts from random starting

points. This allows the user to quickly assess the effectiveness

of the automatic fit and, in some cases, when the result is

poorer, to return to the starting position. As can be seen in the

screenshot of the ‘Fits Selector’ window (Fig. 10), each state is

assigned an automatically generated name containing the type

of saving (manual or automatic at the fitting), the date and the

time of creation. The names are editable, allowing the user to

mark specific configurations.

5. Summary and future developments

This paper describes the main features of the Multifitting

program and the features of its interface that are most

important to the end user. The program is likely to be of

particular interest to researchers engaged in the development,

creation and diagnostics of X-ray optical coatings and free-

standing foils, as well as to those engaged in the synthesis and

diagnostics of quantum walls for nanoelectronics. The long-

term experience of the team has been invested in the devel-

opment of this software, which is designed to solve the inverse

problem of reflectometry. For this reason, the program has a

number of features that are not evident at first use, but which

have a great impact on its simplicity and ease of use. Because

special attention has been paid to the ergonomics of the

program in various use scenarios, we urge current and

potential users to send requests regarding both its function-

ality and its user interface so that these requests can be taken

into account. Multifitting is being actively developed, old

errors are being corrected and new possibilities are being

added, and we hope that this program will find wide applica-

tion as a tool for the X-ray diagnostics of multilayer coatings.

6. Distribution

Multifitting is freeware and can be downloaded from http://

xray-optics.org/products/software-multifitting/. It can be run

under Windows and Linux; all necessary libraries are included

in the distribution.
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